Poster session 1, Sep 17th

Abel, Huber, Dell: Applying a connectionist model to German naming data
Garaffa: Task dependence effects: What are you asking for? A good context for elicitation Wh questions
Laganaro, di Pietro, Schnider: Age of acquisition and phonological neighborhood affect two different recovery patterns from anomia: Two case studies
Milman, Dickey, Thompson: A probabilistic model of functional category production in agrammatic narratives
Savarit, Dickerson: Making meaning in an interaction with an aphasic man
Tree, Skillicorn, Kay: The use of tactile-kinaesthetic feedback as therapeutic intervention in a case study of pure alexia
Vasic, Ruigendijk, Avrutin: Interpretation of pronouns in VP-ellipsis constructions in Dutch agrammatism

Poster session 2, Sep 18th

Abutalebi, Vitali, Tettamanti, Perani, Cappa: Deficit-specific speech therapy: er-fMRI evidence from phonologically-cued training
Angelelli, Notarnicola, Judica, Spinelli, Zoccolotti, Luzzatti: Spelling impairments in Italian dyslexic children during the early phases of literacy acquisition
Bormann, Blanken: How autonomous is orthographic encoding? The role of syntax
Klitsch, Bastiaanse: Preliminary analyses of the first patient data of a study on the relation between phonological input and output disorders in aphasia
Lorenzi, Vignolo: Discrimination of similar environmental sounds following stroke: left hemisphere patients fail to use semantic facilitation
Papathanasiou, Kavvada: Reading strategies in a case of pure alexia: Evidence from word length
Renvall, Laine, Martin: Contextual priming in semantic anomia: A case study
Sidiropoulos, De Bleser, Ackemann, Preolowski: Encoding and decoding deficits in conduction aphasics
Stenneken, Bastiaanse, Huber, Jacobs: Syllable structure in aphasic jargon
Valeonti, Economou, Kakavouli, Protopapas, Varlokosta: The breakdown of functional categories in Greek aphasia
Poster session 3, Sep 20th

Chinellato: Negative markers and bilingual aphasia: Evidence from Italian and northern Italian dialects

Colman, Bastiaanse: Word order and finiteness in Parkinson’s disease: A comparison with Broca’s aphasia

Garaffa, Grillo: Question production in an Italian agrammatic speaker: Minimality effects

Grillo: Minimality effects in agrammatic comprehension

Guasti, Foppolo, Luzzatti: The privilege of the first position in agrammatism, child language and headlines

Nanousi, Masterson, Druks, Atkinson: Interpretable vs. uninterpretable features: Evidence from six Greek-speaking agrammatic patients

Nilipour: Syntactic impairments in Persian

Sidtis: What the brain tells us about functional imaging – Can language be far behind?

Stavrakaki, Katsarou, Alexiadou, Bostanjopoulou: Production and comprehension of verbs with alternating transitivity by Greek patients with Broca’s aphasia

Van Lancker-Sidtis, Postman: Formulaic language in spontaneous speech of left- and right hemisphere-damaged subjects

Wester, de Goede, Bastiaanse, Shapiro, Swinney: The role of the verb in Dutch on-line sentence processing of Dutch matrix clauses